Sirs and Madams,
I've been alerted that Senator Floyd Prozanski is trying to push several new anti gun rights bills again. I
was born in Oregon 67 years ago, all my life growing up everyone had guns, and to my own knowledge
no one went around murdering people with them. This attempt to take away our God given
Constitutional right to keep and bear arms is based on a faulty premise, that guns are evil.
As you may know, inanimate objects can not be either evil or good, their use by evil people is the only
way they can produce evil, and if you were able to take such objects away from evil people they would
still be evil and would still find ways to do evil acts.
It seems to me that a study of why children going through public education come out without an
innate understanding of the differences between right and wrong would be more appropriate than
taking Constitutional rights away from all people in Oregon, especially from the people out here in the
country who are less likely to commit crimes.
Perhaps re instituting school prayer would be more effective at reducing crime?
The truth behind these antigun rights bills is that they are actually intended to deprive all Oregonians
of our rights. The people on the left want more and more power over the people, and history shows us
that they can never be satisfied of their evil power madness.
In my opinion the malicious greedy hunger for power is far worse than a bank robbery or a murder,
because it takes God given rights away from good people forever. Those wicked ones who do crimes will
never care about Mr. Prozanski's attempt to take their ability to misuse firearms away, they obviously
don't follow the law. So the only people who are hurt are people who live honorable lives, the one's who
are responsible gun owners.
Please consider these words of mine, ask yourself who such antiAmerican laws really hurt.
Thank you,
Glen Linscheid

